DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHANDRASEKHARPUR, BHUBANESWAR-21
HOLIDAY HOME WORK 2018-19 ( Summer Vacation )
Class : V
SUBJECT

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

HOME WORK
1. Imagine yourself to be Tom, make a Thank you card for Aunt Polly and
paste it in Eng. Lit. notebook.
2. Learn the question-answers, value-based and diary entries of Ls-Monday
Morning Blues.
3. Write 10 Abstract Nouns in your Eng. Language notebook.
Sum more Maths –EX-1-Q. No. 3, 4, 5,EX-2 Q. No.2,3,EX3,6,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23
Know your Aptitude-Ch 1 to 13
Learn multiplication table-2 to 25
Higher 1.Learn the poem ―Jatiya dhwaja ama udai pharaphara.‖
2.Get by-heart the question/answers of ch- 1 & 2.

ODIA

Lower 1. Learn 1 to 30 in words and numbers.
2. Practice ―Abana shabda‖ and ―Matra‖.
HINDI

Highermagazine )
‗

‘

Lower-

SCIENCE

SOCIAL SCIENCE

ART

,
1. Make a low cost model from the following-(any one)
a) Lungs using bottle, balloons and straws
b) Types of joints
c) Model of eye or ear
2. Learn the Q/ans of ch- My Body
1. Read the Ch.1 (Importance of family) and prepare 20 objective
questions with answers and write them in the school rough copy.
2. Paste the picture of two migratory birds and two migratory animals in
your C.W. copy.
STEP BY STEP—pg no 1 to 20 {each day 1 page }

N.B. - All the students are required to participate in the prelims of Primary Exhibition to be held in
the month of July. They should choose a topic (in any subject), prepare the synopsis with explanation
during the holidays and deposit the synopsis on the re-opening day.

DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHANDRASEKHARPUR, BHUBANESWAR-21
HOLIDAY HOME WORK 2018-19 ( Summer Vacation )
Class : IV
SUBJECT

HOME WORK

ENGLISH

1. Imagine yourself to be Rahul, make a Thank you card to be given to Raj and
paste it in your Eng Lit. notebook.
2. Learn all the question-answers and value- based of Ls-A True Friend.(From
book and notebook)
3. Write 15 Collective Nouns in your Eng Language notebook. (Apart from the
book and notebook)

MATHEMATICS

Sum more Maths –EX-1, 2, EX-9-Q. No. 2,EX-10,11,12, 13, 14, EX15-Q. No.-1,2,EX-16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,26
Know your Aptitude-Ch 1 to 12
Learn multiplication table-2 to 25
1.Learn the poem ―Tikitiki.‖

ODIA

2.Get by-heart the question/answers of ch- 1 & 2.
HINDI

SCIENCE

SOCIAL SCIENCE

ART

1. Denture making ( Refer to Q.1 of something to do from chapter-1)
2. Learn the Q/ans of chapter-My Body
3. Draw the Human Digestive System with labeling in the science scrapbook.
1. Read the Ch.-1 (Family relationship) and prepare 20 objective questions
with answers and write them in the school rough copy.
2. Paste the picture of two famous differently abled persons in C.W. copy
and write few lines about him/her.
STEP BY STEP, pg no – 1 to 20 { each day one page}

N.B. - All the students are required to participate in the prelims of Primary Exhibition to be held in
the month of July. They should choose a topic (in any subject), prepare the synopsis with explanation
during the holidays and deposit the synopsis on the re-opening day.

DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, CHANDRASEKHARPUR, BHUBANESWAR-21
HOLIDAY HOME WORK 2018-19 ( Summer Vacation )
Class : III
SUBJECT

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

ODIA

HOME WORK
1. Write 15 pages handwriting in English Handwriting Notebook. (four-ruled
notebook)
2. Learn the poem ―I Speak , I Say, I Talk‖.
3. Learn all the question-answers of Ls-Dolphins
Sum more Maths –EX-1 to EX-15,EX-17 to Ex-24 , EX-26 to EX-29,
EX-31 and 32
Know your Aptitude-Ch 1 to 12
Learn multiplication table-2 to 20
1.Learn the poem ―Sehi mo priya janama bhuin.‖
2.Get by-heart the question/answers of ch- 1 & 2.

HINDI

SCIENCE

SOCIAL SCIENCE

ART

1. Draw/paste the pictures of sense organs of human body and write the
functions of each in the science scrap book.
2. Learn the Q/ans of chapter-My Body
1. Read Ch.-1 (The family) and prepare 15 objective questions with
answers. Write them in the school rough copy.
2. Paste the picture of identical twins in C.W. copy.
3. Paste the picture of Sunita Williams in C.W. copy.
STEP BY STEP , pg no 1 to 20 {each day one page }

N.B. - All the students are required to participate in the prelims of Primary Exhibition to be held in
the month of July. They should choose a topic (in any subject), prepare the synopsis with explanation
during the holidays and deposit the synopsis on the re-opening day.

